
Week beginning 8th October 

Maths 

In maths this week we have been focusing on ‘more and less’. 

We learnt that the word ‘more than’ means we need to add and that ‘less than’ 

means the same as take away. We then completed activities working on ‘more 

than’ and ‘less than’ with the numbers 1, 2 and 3, before using the numbers 10, 

20 or even 30. 

English 

Our focus this week has been on Fairy Tales and the use of story maps. We read 

‘Jack and the Beanstalk’ and as a class devised a story map to tell the story. 

Then we were given the task of writing sentences using different verbs before 

finally writing ‘Jack and the Beanstalk’ using the story map and the verbs we 

previously used. 

 

Science 

The focus has been on Healthy Eating this week and we learnt that you can sort 

food into five different groups, Fatty and Sugary Food and Drink, Fruit and 

Vegetables, Carbohydrates, Milk and Dairy and Protein. Mrs Douglass and Mrs 

Hughes brought some shopping in and we all had fun sorting them into the 

correct food groups. 

 



We then had the opportunity to design our very own healthy packed lunch! 

PE 

This week we used the apparatus again but this time the focus was on showing 

good body tension and stretching our limbs. 

        

 

Philosophy 4 Children 

We talked about the importance of memories and why we remember. We 

discussed how we can have either happy or sad memories. 

Handwriting 

We have been practising writing the letters  ‘d,g,a,o’. 

Reading Activities 

First we listened to the story ‘Little Red Riding Hood’ and then drew a story 

map to retell the tale. Next we had to read a postcard and design the picture to 

accompany the postcard ensuring all the objects were drawn. 

Rocket Reward 

Congratulations to those children who reached the moon, we were lucky enough 

to watch a film. 


